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This paper aims to analyze the learning behavior of Thai learners by using a computerbased learning system for English writing. Three main objectives were set: the development of a computer-based learning system, automatic behavior data collection, and
learning behavior analytics. Firstly, the system is developed under a multidisciplinary
idea that is designed to integrate two concepts between the self-regulated learning
model and components of natural language processing. The integration design encourages self-learning in the digital learning environment and supports appropriate
English writing by the provided component selection. Second, the system automatically collects the writing behavior of a group of Thai learners. The data collected are
necessary input for the process of learning analytics. Third, the writing behaviors data
were analyzed to find the learning behavioral patterns of the learners. For learning
analytics, behavior sequential analysis was used to analyze the learning logs from the
system. The 31 undergraduate students are participated to record writing behaviors
via the system. The learning patterns in relation to grammatical skills were compared
between three groups: basic, intermediate, and advanced levels. The learning behavior
patterns of the three groups are different that use for reflecting learners and improving
the learning materials or curriculum.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The English language is considered as essential for Thai people and is therefore a fundamental part
of the education system. Thai learners often experience difficulties in studying English as a foreign language
(EFL), in reading, speaking and especially writing [1]. Most language teaching in Thailand is a one-size-fits-all
that is unable to clearly identify the weaknesses of each learner. Personalized learning for the English language
is one possible solution. This aims to analyze individual learning behavior in order to identify each learner’s
strengths and weaknesses.
Computer technology increases learning behavior analytics for personalized learning in terms of the
storage and speed of analytics processing. Learning behavior analytics using computer-based technology is
quicker and cheaper than human analysis. Although computer technology supports data storage and faster processing, language learning requires an underpinning pedagogy to foster self-learning for personalized learning
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analytics. The self-regulated learning model is an essential model to get positive outcomes in learning, such as
encouraging learners’ skills to shape their own learning [2] and supporting lifelong autonomous learning [3].
There is various researches present model to encourage for learning of foreign language. The selfregulated learning model is an efficient factor to improve the learning performance [4]. The model is applied to
foreign language learning. Incorporating the concepts of the self-regulated learning model to the foreign language learning that supports the development of autonomous learners [3]. The self-regulated learning model
facilitates learners lead to higher efficiency in language skills such as comprehension of writing [5]. The model
consists of three main phases: forethought, performance and self-reflection [6], [7]. The self-regulated learning model encourages interaction between person, behavior, and environmental factors to increase effective
learning [8]. Computer technology is being extensively used in the education field [4], [9]. A computer-based
learning system is a tool of computer technology that can be used for encouraging interactive behavior between
personal and learning environments. A computer-based learning system could support a better learning experience that learners could engage the interactions with learning tasks [10]. In addition, the computer-based learning system supports automatic data collection for recording learning behavior while using the digital system.
The system can also automatically collect learning behavior data to analyze the pattern of learning behaviors.
Natural language processing (NLP) aims to make the computer able to understand the language
through computer processing. There are six levels of language processing: morphological, lexical analysis,
syntactic analysis, semantic analysis, pragmatics, and discourse [11]. These processes are applied to develop
many NLP tools such as word segmentation, lexical analysis and parsing [12]. Moreover, applying natural language processing is an effective tool for enhancing the education field. NLP can improve the learning ability
of the student in case of student fails to understand the context due to the barrier of language. NLP and digital
technology are combined to improve a computer-assisted teaching system [13]. Mathew et al. [14] provide the
application of NLP techniques for an assistant tool to support teachers get insights about each student’s learning
progress. Therefore, a computer-based learning system could integrate the methods of NLP to assist Thai EFL
learners in their understanding of language structure and encourage learners’ improvement in English writing,
in particular.
Learning analytics in digital learning environments is an integration of two research fields, which are
those of education and computer technology. Learning analytics is an important issue in education. Learning analytics is the analysis of ‘learning logs’ and education data for improving learning outcomes, learning
designs, and learning environments [15]. On the other hand, computer technologies have become popular
for communications and learning. Technologies are convenience to access through portable devices such as
smartphones, tablets, and laptops. Therefore, the integration of these two fields can help improving education.
This paper aims to acquire the learning behavior by using the provided computer-based learning
system for composing the English sentences. The system is designed by incorporating concepts of the selfregulated learning model and components of NLP. Self-regulated learning encourages learners to set goals, as
well as monitoring their behaviors and reflect writing performance to learners. The NLP learning environment
encourages action between learner and system to compose the target sentences. Furthermore, all behaviors
are automatically recorded for use in the learning analytics process. The results of learning analytics are useful to demonstrate learning performance and to support the improvement of learning materials. This paper
is structured as follows: Section 2 explains background information and related works about the model of
self-regulated learning, components of NLP, and learning analytics in foreign language learning. Section 3 describes the computer-based learning system. Section 4 describes the experimental design. Section 5 describes
the experimental results. Section 6 provides a discussion. Finally, section 7 gives conclusions.
2.
BACKGROUND
2.1. Self-regulated learning model
The self-regulated learning model is a conceptual framework of interaction between person, behavior
and environment in a learning context and comprises three main phases: forethought, performance and selfreflection [16], as illustrated in Figure 1.
a. Forethought phase: Learners set goals and learning plans. The learners plan how to reach them in the
learning strategies activation process.
b. Performance phase: Learners control themselves while executing the task and they monitor their progress
in completing the task.
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c. Self-reflection phase: Learners evaluate their satisfaction in performing the task, making attributions
for their achievement or failure. These attributions generate self-reactions that positively or negatively
influence learners.

Figure 1. The three phases of self-regulated learning model
There are various works that present the benefit of using the self-regulated learning model in foreign language learning. A range of research papers have presented the benefits of using the self-regulated
learning model in foreign language learning. In the English language learning context, incorporating the selfregulated learning model into the curriculum and training programs encourages autonomous, life-long learning.
Abadikhah et al. [17] investigated EFL university learners’ attitudes towards the strategies of self-regulated
learning in writing academic papers. The study compared the attitudes of two groups in the application of the
self-regulated learning model. It set out to establish whether academic education assists learners in becoming
self-regulated writers. Assessing learners’ attitudes in applying self-regulated strategies in their writing may
be benefit the design of academic writing courses. The learners’ attitudes assessment can provide detailed and
highly relevant information to help instructors enhance their learners’ performance. Instructors have an important role in assisting learners to become self-regulated writers. Moreover, Karami et al. [4] tried to answer the
questions regarding the effect of digital technology on the writing proficiency of learner and the self-regulated
strategies usage in the context of English learning as a foreign language. The ability of the self-regulated
strategies is correlated to a higher level of writing achievement in an environment of digital technology.
2.2. Natural language processing (NLP) resources and services
NLP aims to use the technique to make the computer system understand the natural language text
or speech [18]. There are six levels of NLP tasks [11]: morphological, lexical analysis, syntactic analysis,
semantic analysis, pragmatics, and discourse.
In this paper, lexical and syntactic NLP techniques were set as a learning environment to help the
learners compose target sentences in English, as shown in Table 1. Moreover, previous works [19]–[21] relate to
improving the NLP process with linguistic knowledge for improving word alignment of SMT. Those proposed
techniques are also applied to set as learning environments such as the dictionary, Part of Speech (POS) tagging,
and tenses detection.
Table 1. List of components in NLP and their grammatical aspects
Level of NLP Processes
Lexical Level

Grammatical Aspects
Vocabulary

Syntactic Level

Sentence Structure and Tenses

Components
Dictionary
Plurality
POS
Verb Pattern
Word Alignment

2.3. Background of learning analytics
Interpreting and evaluating the qualities of activities, strategies, goals and regulation involved in selfregulated learning model is somewhat complicated. Learning behaviors data gathered in a digital learning
environment are instrumental to address these challenges [22]. However, the raw data alone are insufficient to
guide practice or shape theory. Therefore, learning analytics has a role to play in improving the effectiveness
of learning. There are various works for applying learning analytics to the education field. Learning analytics
reports data analysis that describes features or factors that influence the self-regulated model [23]. Analysis of
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e-learning in factors of culture, technology or infrastructure, and content satisfaction that the analyzed results
can be used to develop the proper e-learning in a remote city of Indonesia [24].
Since learning analytics are a supporting tool in the digital environment, this paper uses learning
analytics to analyze learning behaviors of writing. All learner behaviors in the log file are analyzed in the
learning analytics process. This paper aims to investigate learning behavior that how the provided components
in the learning environment reflect the performance of English writing. In addition, learning analytics are used
to find learning behavior patterns which categorize a group of the learner.
3.

THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The development of the computer-based learning system for English writing in Thai EFL learners aims
for three tasks. First, the system integrated two disciplines between the pedagogical model and components
of NLP. The self-regulated learning model is a pedagogical model that encourages self-learning, facilitated by
the use of a computer-based learning system. data analysis The components of NLP are helping to learn and
compose English sentences. Second, the system aims to collect the learning behavior in case: English writing
for Thai EFL learners. The system is designed to automatically record learning behaviors while composing
English sentences. Third, writing behaviors are analyzed for finding the English writing behavioral patterns of
Thai EFL learners. There are three main tasks that support designing and developing processes of the system.
3.1. System process for learning analytics
This paper proposes three main processes: learning profile acquisition, learning behavior and learning
analytics, as shown in Figure 2. All three main processes work coherently as starting with the process of
learning profile acquisition. First, the learning profile acquisition process aims to get information on existing
English writing skills. Next, the learning behavior collection is the process for recording the learning behavior
into the log files store in the data log storage. Finally, the process of learning analytics analyzes data of writing
behavior from the log file. The analysis result will conduct to define the behavior pattern of Thai EFL learners
in the case of English writing. The patterns of learning behavior use to reflect learners or improve the learning
materials or curriculum.

Figure 2. System overview of the computer-based learning system for learning analytics
3.1.1. Learning profile acquisition
The learning profile acquisition is an initial process that uses two steps, registration and acquisition of
existing English skills, to get information from the learner. Firstly, learners provide personal and educational
information on a registration form. Next, the English grammatical skill acquisition step uses to get the existing
writing skills. Learners test to compose the provided sentences without assisting tool for getting a learning
profile that reflects the learners existing grammatical skills in three aspects: vocabulary usage, sentence type
understanding and tense usage. Then, all answers are scored [25] and categorized into one of three levels (basic,
intermediate or advanced) in relation to their English grammatical skill before learners access to the process of
collection the learning behavior.
3.1.2. Learning behavior collection
Learning behavior collection is needed for the learning analytics process. This process connects to
the data log store for collecting learners’ behavior that is important data to analyze by the process of learning
analytics. Furthermore, this process is an integrated process for encouraging learning skills by applying the
concepts of self-regulated learning model and components of NLP into four subprocesses: source sentence
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assignment, component selection, writing behavior monitoring and answering for self-reflection, as shown in
Figure 3.
The strategies of the self-regulated learning are applied to the workflow to support self-learning in
the computer-based learning environment. The components of NLP are deployed to the component for writing
guidelines into the system. When the collected behaviors are analyzed, the data of component selection can
reflect the grammatical skills of learners.
The model of self-regulated learning encourages the interaction between person, behavior, and environmental factors for effective learning [8]. According to the definition of three main phases [6], [7], the
forethought phase is a goal-setting about the learner’s need to learn. The performance phase is collecting the
learning behavior. Learners’ actions with the provided learning environment and inform their progress. The
self-reflection phase is self-assessment and behavior adaption for increasing the effective method of learning.
Therefore, this process is designed according to the three main concepts of self-regulated phases for process
efficiency [26], as illustrated in Figure 3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. A relation between phases of (a) self-regulated learning model and (b) subprocesses of the system
a. Source sentence assignment: After learners finish the learning profile acquisition process, they access
learning behavior collection for recording writing behavior. The process of learning behavior collection
starts with a subprocess of source sentence assignment to practice writing English sentences. The learner
selects the source sentence by themselves for trying to compose the target sentence completely. Since
learners’ decision to select source sentences by themselves. This action relates to set the goal of the forethought phase in the self-regulated learning model as shown in Figure 3. The source sentence selection
indicates the learner set the goal for composing the complete target sentence in English.
b. Component selection: This subprocess is designed to include the components of NLP that is an integration process between the method of NLP and the educational model. The details of the components
of NLP are described in section 3.2. These components of NLP are designed to help learners compose
English sentences and to motivate them in their writing. The selected component by learners will demonstrate their grammatical needs through the defined components selection. When the source sentence is
assigned by the learner, the provided components are used to assist for target sentence composition. All
selected components and time usage are recorded in the log file. Moreover, component selection is also
related to the forethought phase of the self-regulated learning model, as shown in Figure 3. Component
selection by the users themselves indicates they have a plan to write the English sentence properly.
c. Writing behavior monitoring: The subprocess is designed to allow monitoring learners to monitor their
progress in sentence composition. The system records all activities that since the learners select source
sentences, selects all NLP components for writing guidelines, until they submit the target sentences.
When learners finish composing all target sentences, this subprocess will process the activity parameters
in the log file and show results for learners’ observation, namely: amount of sentences, the selected
component, and time usage. Since the learners monitor or observe their writing performance results by
themselves that relates to the concept of self-observation in the performance phase (shown in Figure 3).
d. Answering for self-reflection: In the last subprocess of learning behavior collection, the learners answer
a self-reflection questionnaire containing questions to do with their writing [17]. This subprocess helps
learners to reflect on their writing behavior, some of which learners may be able to use in adapting their
subsequent writing. The learners’ reflection and behavior adaption that related to self-reaction of the
self-reflection phase in the model of self-regulated learning are shown in Figure 3.
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3.1.3. Learning analytics
Learning analytics are designed to analyze learning behavior from behavioral data in the log files. The
analysis process aims to analyze writing behavior using the computer-based learning system. The process also
analyzes the provided components in order to reflect the writing performance. This process uses a statistical
analysis method [27] to find out the learning behavior pattern. The statistical method determines the writing
behavior in the behavior transition form. The result of behavior patterns can support for consideration of
writing proficiency. Moreover, the process supports finding the best practice of learning patterns that use the
suggestions of other learners.
3.2. Learning environment of the computer-based learning system
The learning environment for writing guidelines consists of two main materials: learning materials
and NLP materials as shown in Figure 4. The learning materials are composed of English writing tasks to
practice for English sentence composition and instruction for introducing system usage. The NLP materials
include components to help the English sentence composition. There are two reasons for setting NLP materials
to support English writing tasks. Firstly, the NLP materials involve linguistic understanding through NLP
processes such as lexical, syntactic and semantic levels. Second, since many Thai EFL learners think in Thai
before translating their ideas into English sentences, a better understanding of the components of linguistics
guidelines can help in the writing of appropriate English sentences.
The components of NLP are divided into two levels: lexical and syntactic, as shown in Table 1. The
provided assisting components of the lexical level assist learners to write proper vocabulary i.e. dictionary
and plurality. The components of the syntactic level guide learners to use appropriate grammar in sentence
structure and tenses, including aspects such as part of speech (POS), verb pattern and word alignment. The
screen example for assisting components of NLP is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Learning environment of the computer-based learning system for English writing
The background of NLP used for applying to create the provided components that assist learners to
compose the complete target sentence as details below:
a. POS component: This component uses word segmentation and POS tagging by SWATH [24]. The POS
tag set is using based on the ORCHID corpus [28].
b. Dictionary component: This component uses word segmentation by LexTo+ [29]. Then, the word- segment of Thai is matched with the English word by using the API of Thai-English LEXiTRON dictionary
[30].
c. Verb pattern component: This component defines the POS tag by SWATH [31]. Then, the verb or
auxiliary verb is identified in the tense of their word by grammatical attributes extraction [20].
d. Plurality component: This component uses lemmatization to extract English plural words and transform
the word using rules of plurality. Then, machine translation is used to match the plural word in English
with its Thai equivalent.
e. Word alignment component: This component uses word segmentation and POS tagging by SWATH
[31]. Then, the word alignment uses the IBM model of GIZA word alignment [32] to align words of
both languages.
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Figure 5. The sample of the display for assisting components of NLP

4.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The experiment was designed using behavioral data to analyze the learning behavioral patterns of
Thai EFL learners. The behavioral data were collected by automatic data collection (ADC) method [33] that
automatically recorded into log files while learners write the English sentence via the computer-based system.
The behavioral sequential analysis method was used to explore the learning behavior pattern of Thai EFL
learners in the case of English writing.
4.1. Participants
The system collects learning behavior into a log file when learners were writing the English sentence
via the computer-based learning system. The learners write English tasks for a duration of about 1 hour. A total
of 31 undergraduate students participated in this study. Their personal information was removed during the
research processing. All writing activities were recorded in the log file for analysis by the behavioral sequential
analysis method.
4.2. Coding scheme
The coding schema is required for sequential analysis method [33], [34]. However, this study uses
the computer-based learning system for English writing that automatically records the learning behavior log.
The learning system is implemented for getting learning behaviors. The coding process is based on learner
behaviors that operating with the system. When learners use the provided learning system to practice English
composition, writing behavior such as “composition”, “selection”, “insertion”, “modification” and “deletion”
are recorded in the log files. Then, all data of writing behavior are used to generate the patterns of learning
behavior.
a. Composition (CP): When learners type to compose the target sentence in English, they can type in the
provided textbox. While learners type each word in the sentence, all typing will be recorded in the log
file.
b. Selection (SL): When learners are interested in the components of NLP for assisting sentence composition, they can select a particular component (or components). Then, all actions of component selection
will be collected in the log file. The component of NLP consists of five components: dictionary, POS,
verb pattern, plurality and word alignment.
− Dictionary selection (SL-dict): When learners click the dictionary button, this indicates their interest in the appropriate words for composing each sentence.
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− POS selection (SL-POS): Sometimes, learners are confused about which part of speech a word
belongs to, such as mistaking noun forms and verb forms in a sentence. When learners click the
POS button, this indicates their desire to increase confidence in the part of speech of words.
− Verb pattern (SL-verb): When learners click the verb pattern button this indicates their interest in
the structure of tenses in each sentence.
− Plurality (SL-plural): Due to differences in relation to singular and plural nouns between Thai and
English, there are many different rules regarding pluralization. When learners click the plurality
button, this indicates their interest in using the singular or plural nouns in each sentence.
− Word alignment (SL-align): When learners click the word alignment button, this indicates their
interest in the order of words and pairs of words that are aligned in Thai and English sentences.
c. Insertion (IS): When learners demand to add some words or phrases into the target sentence, they can
move the cursor to the desired position and type additional words or phrases into the sentence. Then,
these actions will be recorded in the log file.
d. Modification (MD): When learners want to delete some words or partial in the target sentence, they can
move the cursor to the desired position and click the backspace button to delete some words or parts of
the sentence. Then, these actions will be recorded in the log file.
e. Deletion (DL): Learners can click the “deletion” button when they want to compose the new target
sentence and delete a whole sentence. Then, the text box will be cleared. Next, learners compose the
new target sentence into the same text box. These actions are recorded in the log file.
5.

BEHAVIORAL LEARNING ANALYTICS
In this paper, learning analytics aims to analyze writing behaviors by using the method of behavioral
sequential analysis [27] to determine behavior transitions. The analysis process used to analyze learning behavior with the assisting component in the provided learning environment reflects the behavior of English writing.
The analysis of learning behavior is used to investigate all behavior for finding the learning behavior pattern.
The behavioral sequential analysis is a statistical analysis method that uses the sequential analysis
matrix to calculate the behavioral transition [34]. The method uses calculation of the frequency of the behaviors
sequence and the z-value to determine the behavior transition. Results greater than 1.96 indicated behavior
sequences that reached statistical significance [27], [34]. The sample of the matrix of a sequential behavior
series is calculated to z- value, as shown in Figure 6. Then, the z-values were greater than 1.96 were selected
to generate the learning behavior transition.

Figure 6. The sample of calculation for sequential behavior frequency to z-value
5.1. Analysis of individual learning behavior pattern based on existing english skills
The 31 participants were separated into three groups based on existing English skills (basic, intermediate or advanced). The writing behaviors of individual learners were analyzed using the behavioral sequential
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analysis method. This method starts by defining the coding schemes from the writing behaviors which collect
behaviors while learners use the provided computer-based system. The coding schemes represent the writing
behavior of learners. The frequencies of sequential behavior were calculated into the matrix of a series of
sequential behavior. Then, all frequencies are calculated to z-value for conducting to explore the writing behavior patterns. A z-value greater than 1.96 indicates the behavior sequences reach significance. The behavior
transition of each learner used to represent the significant behavior sequences as illustrated in Figures 7 to 9.
5.1.1. The individual learning behavior pattern in the basic level
The individual behavior pattern of 14 learners in the basic level as shown in Figure 7. All individual
behavior patterns of basic level were separated into five groups:
a. Learning Behavior Pattern 1: “modification” has sequential correlations with “composition”
b. Learning Behavior Pattern 2: “dictionary selection” has sequential correlations with “composition”
c. Learning Behavior Pattern 3: “word alignment selection” has sequential correlations with “composition”
d. Learning Behavior Pattern 4: “verb pattern selection” has sequential correlations with “composition”
e. Learning Behavior Pattern 5: “insertion” has sequential correlations with “composition”
Analysis of the five groups of learning behavior patterns indicated that the ‘basic’ group learners
used the NLP components of dictionary, word alignment and verb pattern to assist them in composing English
sentences.

Figure 7. The individual learning behavior transition of learner in the basic level
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Figure 8. The individual learning behavior transition of learner in the intermediate level

Figure 9. The individual learning behavior transition of learner in the advanced level
5.1.2. The individual learning behavior pattern in the intermediate level
The individual behavior pattern of 8 learners in the intermediate level as shown in Figure 8. All
individual behavior patterns of intermediate level are separated into four groups:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Learning Behavior Pattern 1: “modification” has sequential correlations with “composition”
Learning Behavior Pattern 2: “dictionary selection” has sequential correlations with “composition”
Learning Behavior Pattern 3: “word alignment selection” has sequential correlations with “composition”
Learning Behavior Pattern 4: “insertion” has sequential correlations with “composition”

Analysis of the four groups of learning behavior patterns indicated that the ‘intermediate’ group learners used the NLP components of dictionary and word alignment for assisting to compose the English sentences.
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5.1.3. The individual learning behavior pattern in the advanced level
The individual behavior pattern of nine learners in the advanced level are shown in Figure 9. All
individual advanced level behavior patterns were separated into three groups:
a. Learning Behavior Pattern 1: “modification” has sequential correlations with “composition”
b. Learning Behavior Pattern 2: “dictionary selection” has sequential correlations with “composition”
c. Learning Behavior Pattern 3: “insertion” has sequential correlations with “composition”
Analysis of the three groups of learning behavior patterns indicated that the ‘advanced’ group learners
used the NLP components of only dictionary to assist them in composing English sentences .
5.2. Analysis of frequency for the provided components usage
The provided components of NLP support learners with the grammatical aspects of English writing
and helped them to compose the target sentences. There are five components: dictionary, part of speech, verb
pattern, plurality, and word alignment. As shown in Figure 10, the dictionary component usage of the basic
level is used the most of all the provided components. Moreover, the dictionary component usage indicates the
component is a satisfactory component to use for all levels. It found that the highest frequency and percentage of
each level. The verb pattern and word alignment components are the subordinate components for the provided
component usage.

Figure 10. The percentage of component usage for assisting English composition

6.

DISCUSSION
This paper aimed to develop a computer-based learning system with which to analyze the learning
behavior observed. The system developed to acquire the learning behavior in the case of English writing of
Thai EFL learners by using the provided system for composing the English sentences. All learning behavior
from the provided system was used for learning behavior analytics. The learning analytics process was used to
find out the Thai EFL learners’ pattern of learning behavior.
For the system development, the system was designed by incorporating concepts of the self-regulated
learning model with the computer-based learning system. The concepts of self-regulated learning support
lifelong autonomous learning for foreign language learning. From the behavior of system usage, we found that
learners who assign the source sentences (Thai) by themselves spend less time composing the target sentences
(English) than the learners who composed the target sentence from the system randomly. The reason for less
time being required is that learners were able to choose the source sentence with which they were confident to
compose the target sentence. The learners who set goals by themselves reflect to set goals in an initial phase
(forethought) in the self-regulated learning model that indicates the concept of the self-regulated learning model
supports the increase the learning performance.
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Three groups of learning behavior patterns were observed: basic, intermediate and advanced. The
basic level learners used the NLP components more than intermediate and advanced level learners, as shown in
Figures 7 to 9. The components of NLP helped basic level learners to compose and modify the target sentences
(in English) using components such as dictionary, word alignment and verb pattern. Intermediate level learners
chose the dictionary and word alignment components to assist target sentence composition. On the other hand,
The dictionary component was the main assisting component to compose and modify the target sentence for
learners of advanced level. Moreover, The learners in the basic level used all assisting components more than
the intermediate and advanced level learners, as may be observed from the percentage of component usage
of basic level in Figure 10. Therefore, the basic level learners’ component usage indicates that they have
weaknesses in vocabulary and sentence structure, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The comparison of natural language processing component usage and grammatical aspects for Thai
EFL learners in three levels
Basic Level

Intermediate Level
Advanced Level

NLP Components
Dictionary
Word Alignment
Verb Pattern
Dictionary
Word Alignment
Dictionary

Grammatical Aspects
Vocabulary
Sentence Structure and Tenses
Vocabulary
Sentence Structure and Tenses
Vocabulary

7.

CONCLUSION
This paper describes the importance of computer-based learning system development and learning
analytics. Firstly, the multidisciplinary system integrates elements of the self-regulated learning model and
components of NLP. Applying the self-regulated learning model supports personalized foreign language learning. The provided components as a writing guideline tool were used to assist English writing at the lexical
and syntactic levels. The system collects the Thai EFL learners’ writing behavior. The behavior data were
necessary to generate learning behavior patterns. Since a computer-based learning system had not been developed for collecting writing behavior in Thailand, the learning behavior data from this system are useful for the
analytics process that may assist in plans to improve Thai EFL learners language learning. Second, learning
analytics is a useful process for finding the learning behavior pattern of Thai EFL learners in the case of English
writing. Then, the behavioral patterns that use for reflecting learners and improving the learning materials or
curriculum. For example, Thai EFL learners of all levels are required to improve vocabulary by observed from
the frequency of dictionary component usage more than other components. The behavior sequential analysis
was used to analyze the learning logs from the computer-based learning system. The 31 undergraduate students
provided samples of their writing behavior via the computer-based learning system. The learning patterns of
three groups of participants (basic, intermediate and advanced) were compared and found to be different. Since
learners at the basic level have grammatical weaknesses, learners at the basic level use NLP components more
than intermediate and advanced level learners. In the future, learning analytics is planned to use the machine
learning method for learning behavior analysis. The machine learning method is used to create a pattern prediction model. The model is useful for improving personalized learning, learning material design and in the
planning of English writing courses.
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